
 

 

 

 

 

 

If initial entropy of the universe is entanglement entropy, 

does this mean the initial cosmological entropy remains 

non zero no matter how small the initial radius of the 

universe is initially? 
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Abstract. When initial radius R approaches zero if we use Stoica actually derived 

Einstein equations in a formalism which remove the big bang singularity pathology, 

then the reason for Planck length no longer holds. The implications of the initial radius 

approaching zero are the first part of this manuscript. Then the resolution is alluded to 

by work from Muller and Lousto, as to entanglement entropy
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implications of entanglement entropy. We present entanglement entropy in the early 

universe with a steadily shrinking scale factor, due to work from Muller and Lousto , 

and show that there are consequences due to initial entanged entropy for a time 

dependent horizon radius in cosmology, with for flat space conditions r(H)=conformal 

time. In the case of a curved, but not flat space version of entropy, we look at vacuum 

energy as proportional to the inverse of scale factor squared times the inverse of initial 

entropy, effectively when there is no initial time except with Hr   in line with the 

conformal time   being almost zero.  . The consequences for this initial entropy being 

entangled are elaborated in this manuscript. No matter how small the initial radial 

length gets, then for initial cosmological entropy if it is entanglement entropy, initial 

cosmological entropy will not go to zero. 

1.Introduction 

 What happens to the topological entanglement entropy of a system, when it is driven out of its 

ground state by increasing the temperature? We ask this question because if the universe started as an 

initially cold universe, we have an initial cosmological ”constant” which if it varies by temperature, 

could be initially set equal to zero, and which rises in value dramatically with increasing temperature. 

I.e. from a cold to a “hot” universe of up to 19 3210 10GeV Kelvin . The dramatic increase in temperature 

from a very  low value  to 
19 3210 10GeV Kelvin  would be in tandem with conditions in which Theorem 

6.1.2 [1] would be when the initial conditions of the cosmos changed, no longer held. Note that we are 

assuming a temperature dependent cosmological ‘constant’ parameter,  , which we could write as[2] 
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If Eq. (1) were about zero for an ultra low temperature, we would approach having Theorem 6.1.2 of 

[1]with the cosmological parameter less than or equal to zero. This is different from having a very low, 

constant 
start value and  equal to zero, which would correspond to a uniform unchanging cosmological 

constant, never zero which would be with regards to the present era, very tiny and almost zero, 

although sufficient to initiate a deviation from Theorem 6.1.2 [1]. 
 

2. Looking at the First Singularity theorem and how it could fail, and consequences for 

entropy 
 

We restate at what is given by [1] as to how to state the fundamental singularity theorem 
 

Theorem 6.1.2 (Irrotational Geodestic singularities) If 0  ,  3 0p   , and 0p    in 

a fluid flow for which 0u  , 0   and 0 0H   at some time 0s , then a spacetime singularity , 

where either   0   or   , occurs at a finite proper time 0 0H  before 0s . 

 

If there is a non zero initial energy for the universe, a supposition which is counter to ADM theory as 

seen in [6], then the supposition by Kauffman [7] is supportable with evidence. I.e. then if there is a 

non zero initial energy, is this in any way counter to Theorem 6.1 above? We, keep in mind that. 

  0   is in reference to a scale factor, as written by [1] ,vanishing.  

 

2.1  Beckwith’s analysis of what Themerem 6.1.2 means and the implications for entropy  

 

We find that if there is a Friedman equation interpretation of  the initial singularity , that the scale 

factor may be interpreted as follows, namely  start off with   ( ) H

initiala a e    with H an initial huge 

Hubble parameter[1] 
 

  2 2 23 / 4 3 8 0a a G p a G a a const                                                                       (2) 

 

Equation (2) above becomes, with   ( ) H

initiala a e    introduced will lead to 

 

   2 2 2/ 8 / 8initial initiala const H G a const H G               
                                     (3) 

 

Aside from the Planck “constant” being less than or equal to zero, one would also need to consider a 

temperature  dependent Hubble parameter, with for most cases an inequality for the denominator of 

Eq. (3) we could read as (assuming  100 1000g T  , i.e. high but not infinite degrees of freedom) 
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We argue that in many cases we will be looking at nonzero values of Eq. (3) above. And we 

shall now see what the implications are for initial entanglement entropy, which we will define 

in the next section. Using [3] definition of entropy, assuming a Roberson-Walker almost flat 

space treatment of space time even initially we could write as given below, with a time 

dependent square of the Horizon radius Hr . So that if we have an initial value of the Horizon 



 

 

 

 

 

 

radius as given by 
Hr  ,   as conformal time, initially, then by [3] 
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We then could write Eq. (4) as initial entanglement entropy, with  a piece of information 

transferred from a prior universe to our own present universe. To do this we will utilize  cyclic 

conformal cosmology [4], as a method of specifying what   is transferred from a prior 

universe to complete what can be said for initial entropy in Eq. (5) above. 

  

2.2 Beckwith’s analysis of what Theorem 6.1. means due to entanglement transfer of 

information from a prior universe leading to an initial value of  Hr   

 

What we are assuming is that there is a nonzero amount of information transferred from a prior to the 

present universe for being able to have as a set value initially Hr 
. Our way of obtaining nonzero 

amounts of transferred information via entanglement much as has been done in EPR quantum 

entanglement as applied to a cyclic universe construction[4]. 

 

3. Examining possibly using cyclic conformal cosmology as given by Penrose to lead to a prior  

universe contributing to initial entropy as given by Eq. (4) above. 

 

Penrose [4]suggested as to recycling from a prior universe to our initial configuration for the 

present universe gives the following as an invariant quantity, from a prior to a present universe 
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Here, we have that there is a cyclic conformal mapping, i.e. from large final state, to small initial state  
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So that information provided by 
2ĝ g  goes from a small to a large metric and then is recycled 

into a new g ( cosmological metric) for each new recycled universe. Key to doing this would be an 

EPR entanglement transfer, of invariant information, so that we have a set value of Hr  [4]. 

 

We suggest that as part of the invariance given by Eq.(5) that there is EPR entanglement transfer  of 

information so as to permit having  Hr   fixed by quantum entanglement from a prior to the present 

universe, as part of the information transfer implied by Eq. (5) above. , i.e. we have that there exists a 

gravitational source, E, which is defined for a given energy tensor T so that it does not change from 

cycle to cycle, i.e that as part of the EPR transfer of information[5] for a value of Hr  , we have a 

re set of the gravitational source information E  from cosmological cycle to another cosmological  

cycle  as defined by 
2ĝ g  being re set, by 
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  through each cosmological cycle put 

into the gravitational source information, E, as given below. Here, we have that 
2ĝ g  grows from 



 

 

 

 

 

 

a very small term to a very large term, and that the magnitude of the large value of 
2ĝ g  is re set 

via
1
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   at the start of each cosmological cycle [4]. 

 

8E T g            (8) 
 

4. Conclusion. Non zero entangled entropy provided by EPR transfer of information for value of   

information for 
Hr  , from prior to present universe  and finite value of L.H.S. of Eq. (3) 

  

 All what has been written in this article depends upon confirming Eq. (3) as well as deciphering 

experimental signatures for the gravitational source expression, Eq. (7). Our hypothesis about the 

invariance of Eq. (5) from cycle to cycle, combined with a re set of initial information as contained in 

a 
Hr   fixed by quantum entanglement from a prior to the present universe, as part of the 

information transfer implied by Eq. (5) above, is crucial to the conclusion we have that we do not want 

a singularity at the beginning, leading to a tiny but non zero a (scale factor) , combined with a tiny but 

non zero initial Hr  transmitted via EPR style entanglement from a prior to a present universe at 

the same time, we have
1

CCC


  put into metric  

2ĝ g  [4] at the start of cosmological 

expansion. Doing so will, we estimate lead to setting, due to entangled information creating Hr   

initially so that, no matter how small a (scale factor) is, we will be able to write a non zero entropy[3]. 
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We expect that any confirmation of Eq. (9) preferably via Eq.(8) and perhaps traces in the CMBR will 

also look at what happens if we have, instead of Eq.(1) above an effective potential as given by 
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Confirming Eq. (10) will be what we will look at next. It means taking Brane theory seriously as a 

way to get an effective cosmological constant, in Eq.(10) ,to approach todays ultra low energy value. 
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